
HOW TO WRITE A MEMORANDUM OF INTEREST

How to write an amazing letter of interest that will the trigger rabid interest in you from your ideal company or
organization. Example templates included!.

This is the part of the equation that can be very rewarding. It is NOT a cover letter! So what to do? Years ago,
before I was the full-blown word monkey that I am today, I relocated to a new city. You might ask for an
informational interviewâ€”an opportunity for you to sit down with the hiring manager and learn more about
the company. Nobody ever got truly concerned with, or even interested in, an email that began thus. How To
Write a Letter of Interest In your letter of interest, you should include information on the type of job you are
seeking, and how your skills and experience make you an excellent candidate. What Is a Letter of Interest? So,
how do you find gigs from within the hidden job market? Try to find a project, event, person, etc. How To
Write a Letter of Interest Much like any correspondence you send any employer, you have to make sure that
your letter of interest is well crafted and appropriate. While you should focus on your specialties, skills and
Letter of interest example Here is a letter of interest example for a marketing candidate based on the tips and
format above. Start with an introduction Introduction paragraph: In your first paragraph, you should quickly
introduce yourself and explain why you are writing. This is where in-depth research of your target
organization comes in handy. Think in terms of excitement, not arrogance. You may be able to find a contact
there. In an email, include your contact information after your signature, instead. If you know someone at the
company, write directly to them. A letter of interest of course! A letter of interest is a great way to get your
foot in the door with a company you are interested in. If you do call or email to ask for a contact name, be
direct. Updated on November 20, Workplace Your perfect job with the perfect company may not be
advertised. But their career pages often include a message encouraging you to submit your resume or CV for
future consideration. You do know what day it is, right? We are looking to learn more about the people who
get hired to work there so that we can begin the process of becoming one of those people. Meanwhile, a letter
of interest is not tailored to a specific job posting. Take that opportunity and keep running with it. Ask for an
interview. Your letter of interest should contain information on why the company interests you and why your
skills and experience would be an asset to the company. You might allude to a development, new product, or
relevant news about the company which sparked your interest. If possible, ask your connections for an
informational interview to learn more about the company and their role there. If you have a contact person,
address it to him or her personally. Two to three body paragraphs Closing paragraph Signature Your name,
contact information and information about the employer should be formatted just like a professional business
letter. See Tip 2! Dazzle them with how incredible you are and what you can bring to the company that sets
you apart from all the other candidates. You need to input your own experiences and personality, so think of
this more as a letter of interest template that will guide you to success!


